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A great out�t is all about �nishing touches and as every street style maven knows, a well-chosen
accessory is what pulls it all together. Make sure your fashion week out�t
(https://www.fashionforte.co.uk/london-fashion-week-streetstyle/) is a masterpiece with some �nal
details. Here are our top �ve add-ons guaranteed to make your street style look stand out 

With every great street style look, there’s at least one accessory that helps make the look whole. So
when it comes to creating a stand out out�t, attention to detail is all important. We’re listing the most
swoon-worthy accessories that will help you join the Instagram A list.
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A post shared by The Styleograph (@thestyleograph) (https://www.instagram.com/p/BO-xzR_jLtn/) on…

Ditch the oversized handbag in favour of a, chic clutch bag. They add detail to any out�t and are a
perfect �nishing touch. To make your out�t stand out, opt for medium sized clutch bags with attention-
grabbing details. We’re talking bold colours, fringing, studs or fur. Fur clutches are particularly popular
among Fashion Week goers. Play around with di�erent shapes and maybe try a fold-over clutch bag.
The lack of handle makes for a perfect street style shot as you clutch on to it.

Mirror mirror on the wall

https://www.instagram.com/p/BO-xzR_jLtn/


A post shared by Sandra Semburg (@sandrasemburg) (https://www.instagram.com/p/BQap1zKBfGR/…

Finish o� your out�t with a pair of sunglasses for glam chic. Let your frames do the talking and opt for
re�ective shades. Mirrored sunglasses help you add a futuristic touch or a retro-vibe to any look and
make a strong statement while also adding a bit of colour. A pair of vibrant-hued mirrored sunglasses
is sure to get you snapped by street syle enthusiasts. Another way to stand out from the crowd is to
pick classic frames, from aviators and wayfarers to cat eye and round glasses. Go bold and choose
frames in a daring colour.

The long and the short of it
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A post shared by Fashion Forte UK (@fashionforteuk) (https://www.instagram.com/p/BQbX4xslj1B/) o…

Small cross body bags with long straps are a great way to draw the eye down to appreciate your entire
out�t. Make sure the strap rests easily on your shoulder or channel blogger cool and hold the straps
with your hands instead. Look for neutral tones for added versatility or go with a bold hue to add a
bright pop to any out�t. The extra length of the straps also draws attention to the bag itself so make
sure the bag doesn’t clash with the rest of your out�t. Anything Gucci or J.W Anderson is set to grab
attention.

Make drama or fake it
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A post shared by The Styleograph (@thestyleograph) (https://www.instagram.com/p/BPe6Np3jbe9/) o…

We are well into winter so prep for the cold with some accessories that will take your out�t from
ordinary to fabulous in seconds. Opt for an oversized scarf with dramatic details; multi-colors or unique
textures. A faux fur stole is the perfect piece to make your out�t stand out. Fling it casually across your
body to add drama to your out�t. Make it the focus of your look and opt for stoles in bright shades
such as teal and berry. Wear your stole over neutral colours or one block colour to get the best e�ect.

Do the hat trick
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A post shared by The Styleograph (@thestyleograph) (https://www.instagram.com/p/BPxR8DXDBJG/…

A hat is a handy go to piece that completes an out�t e�ortlessly. A baseball cap is the ultimate not-
trying-too-hard piece. You can’t go wrong with black, tan, or red versions. A cap with a cool logo,
trainers and a pair of sunglasses added will make you a real street style adept.

What’s your street style go-to accessory? Let us know @Fashionforteuk (http://www.fashionforte.co.uk)
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